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CHAPTER 3 
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
  
This chapter explain the methodology involved to develop new product using design 
evaluation in making decision. Method is important on doing some work and by set correct 
method it will help the project success. The method use to achieve the objectives been set for 
this project. The main objective is to develop design evaluation for decision making using 
integrated Fuzzy-AHP. This method will help the decision makers to solve the problem 
during select the best design of product. Each designs are noted as alternatives where will be 
evaluate to select the best design. 
 
3.2 FRAMEWORK 
 
The proposed solution is to help decision makers to improve their decision making 
process of new product development on design evaluation where the evaluation process is 
effect the cost and time of the company. The flow chart in Figure 3.1 shown the process that 
will be follow to conduct the research. The general framework is picture in the flow chart, 
where the process is before to develop new product. These work has been doing on R & D 
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department in multinational company in Ampang, Kuala Lumpur. By following the flow 
chart it allow the decision makers to focus on their own description hierarchy with differently 
criteria.  
The data are collected by design engineer and they do the evaluation on designs and 
do choosing the criteria must be follow and the put in hierarchy. The data collected refer to 
appendix A. The design method of integration can be made using Fuzzy-AHP where will be 
discussed in section 3.1 show the step of Fuzzy-AHP.  
 
Figure 3.1: General propose framework approach. 
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 3.2.1 Identify Decision Criteria 
  
  The criteria for evaluate each design must be set and the criteria must 
against to all designs. The set of criteria is shown on Table 3.1 and the responder will 
weighting the design based on criterion set. 
 
Table 3.1: The criteria. 
Criteria Description 
ŵ₁ Attractive design  
ŵ₂ Fulfill market standard  
ŵ₃ Price  
Ŵ₄ Safety standard 
ŵ₅ Patent 
ŵ₆ Good performance  
ŵ₇ Fulfill environmental standard  
 
The ŵ₁ is note for criteria attractive design of the each design. The responder will 
look over to the knob whether it is good design or not. The fulfill market standard 
was noted as ŵ₂ and it meet market standard or not. Next for price there’s noted as 
ŵ3, the price in this case study is not mentioned about the price because of company 
policy that should be followed. Then ŵ₄ noted for safety standard, ŵ₅ noted as patent, 
ŵ₆ noted as good performance and lastly is ŵ₇ noted as fulfill environmental standard. 
All the designs shown in Figure 3.2 will be evaluate based on stated criteria on Table 
3.1. 
